
Supporting a Successful Return to Boarding Post Lockdown 

“Reports that say that something hasn't happened are always interesting to me, because as we 

know, there are known knowns; there are things we know we know. We also know there are known 

unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do not know. But there are also 

unknown unknowns—the ones we don't know we don't know. And if one looks throughout the 

history of our country and other free countries, it is the latter category that tends to be the difficult 

ones.” – Donald Rumsfeld 2002 

 

Learning from the return to school in September 

In September we welcomed students back after a spring/summer lockdown and, for some, a 

considerable time away from school. What were our concerns at that point and how did we 

address them? 

For me the issues were principally ones of: 

Attachment – what were relationships like now between parents and children? Were 

children more reluctant to board away from home? Were parents less happy about sending 

them and how would both sides feel once school reopened. 

Friendships – how had friendships and connections fared whilst school had been closed? 

Were there changes in dynamics because of the distance between friends (a particular issue 

in boarding where pupils are less likely to be local) and because of maturity? 

The importance of re-establishing routines both in House and in the more general running 

of the school and how would everyone cope with the new COVID safe restrictions which 

would mean that school would be less familiar than we would hope. 

 

What is different this time and why? 

It is worth considering if things have changed and if so, how? In many respects the concerns of 

September still remain although COVID procedures are more familiar. Is there anything else? 

A few things need further consideration: 

• The sudden and unexpected nature of the lockdown 

• The season – it was much harder for us all in the middle of winter 

• The narrative was more challenging for adults and children in terms of safety fears over new 

strains of virus, talk of lost learning and years of “damage” (I don’t think they needed to hear 

that, they will make their own futures). 

• Increased testing which is intrusive 

• More mask wearing which doesn’t help them to reacquire social skills 

• This is now a year of challenge and change 



Perhaps too there are other changes which they may need to deal with, changes in staffing at 

school, the pressures on GCSE and A level year groups and possibly changes at home or differing 

expectations of parents.  

Therefore there are a few points which can inform our practice and decision making over the coming 

weeks. 

→Take away point – don’t assume you know how lockdown has been or how 

each individual has managed 

→Take away point – we can support students best if we are honest about with 

ourselves about how we have coped.  

Ask yourself “how am I?” and prepare yourself for your vulnerabilities and those of others in your 

team who may have been furloughed, been ill, bereaved, remain frightened and anxious 

→ Take away point - consider what you believe to be the priority for your 

young people at this time. Be clear and articulate it well and place it at the 

heart of your practice in the coming weeks. Use it to lead your teams and also 

to guide colleagues as we return to school. 

We are all looking for leadership right now, including our students. Every adult in a school provides it 

in some way and in boarding we live and breathe our values. By being clear about your priorities and 

basing your decision making on them you will give your students the certainty they need. 

 

Re-establishing Relationships 

Schools and especially boarding houses are relationship hubs. It is a key role of house staff to get 

those relationships up and running healthily again. 

Consider how you will re-engage with parents and blunt the parent/school/child triangle into 

something more circular. How will you facilitate happy friendships between young people, between 

them and you and between them and other staff? 

What are you doing to prepare? What activities have you got planned? How will the House look? 

What will your first house meeting look like? How will you support students who never left? 

 

House routines 

There is a place for them but are they fit for purpose? Ask difficult questions in your house teams 

and with your senior leadership if needs be. Given that the experience of lockdown has moved tech 

on, that young people have used social media to stay connected and they have disrupted sleep, 

dining and personal routines are you house routines right for them now? Do you need to take a 

more flexible, reactionary approach once you have them back and can see how they are? Do 

different age groups need different approaches? Are your routines lead by your agreed priorities for 

your boarders? 



 

Academic matters 

Teachers may be feeling pressure to “make up for lost learning”, to “hit the ground running” or to 

give “added value” to their students. GCSE and A Level candidates will be feeling their own pressures 

and uncertainties too. Whilst learning is the core business of a school, it comes in many forms and it 

may be that there is a role for you to ensure there is balance in the narrative at school.  Are HoDs 

and others expecting you to support their concerns? Are they ready to support yours? 

For international students who have been away from school there is likely to have been a decline in 

language acquisition and use which may need addressing fairly quickly, a conversational boarding 

house will help and is EAL support on standby? 

There will also be boarders who are not returning until next term or even September. They will be 

feeling the divide even more than before. What are you doing as a house to keep in touch with 

them? 

 

My 4 take aways as we plan this three week programme and consider what we want to achieve: 

1. Assume nothing, prepare for the unknown unknowns 

2. Be honest with yourself, be realistic 

3. Build relationships and keep building them 

4. Decide and establish your priorities and let them inspire you 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


